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Sky Climber Renewables

Introducing

SKY CLIMBER RENEWABLES
Sky Climber Renewables is a premiere provider of renewable energy products and service solutions. Sky Climber
Renewables works with the industry’s largest OEMs and owners, providing a complete menu of services that help
our clients achieve their operational goals for performance and maintenance.
Our services are available throughout all of North America with locations throughout the U.S. and Canada.
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Sky Climber Renewables

WELCOME MESSAGE
We are proud to introduce our business and the many unique
capabilities we offer the renewable energy industry.
If you would like additional information, please contact us at
info@skyclimberrenewables.com or go online to
www.skyclimberrenewables.com
Chad DiFranco

CON TENTS

VP Sales & Business Development
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Sky Climber Renewables

COM PANY
About us
WE HELP OEMS AND OWNERS ACHIEVE
THEIR OPERATIONAL GOALS FOR
PERFORMANCE AND MAINTENANCE
Since 1955, Sky Climber, LLC has been serving work-at-height industries around the world as a leading manufacturer of suspended
access equipment. For more than 60 years, Sky Climber has built
a culture focused on safety, quality, responsibility, cooperation,
excellence and people. These are the pillars of every Sky Climber
business.
Sky Climber Renewables is built on the same fundamentals. It is
these key elements that we continuously cultivate to sustain our
business and deliver the best possible products and services.

OUR MISSION
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OUR VISION

Sky Climber Renewables is committed to helping grow and sustain

Our mission is simple, to be the most respected service company in

renewable energy and to maintaining a healthy, inspiring and enduring workplace for its employees and their families.

renewable energy and to be known for delivering the greatest value,
employing the best overall talent and caring the most about the
customer experience.

Sky Climber Renewables

The Value of
Our Company
Our growth in Renewable Energy speaks for itself. There is a reason why we are a
trusted independent service provider to the industry’s largest OEMs and Owners.
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Depth in Resources

Longevity & Experience

Cost Effective Solutions

Sky Climber Renewables employs more
than 300 field service technicians that are
trained in multiple competencies. We are
also the only ISP that manufacturers our
own suspended access equipment. It is
these unique capabilities that offer our
clients greater availability, response time
and overall value.

We have been serving the renewable energy
market for more than 10 years. Our parent
company (Sky Climber, LLC) has been in
business for more than 60 years. We have
logged over 1 Million service hours and
more than 750 different projects since
founded in 2007.

Part of our mission as a business is to
deliver great value to our customers. We
accomplish this by approaching every job
with the most cost effective solution, while
never sacrificing safety or quality. We focus
on delivering great service at a great price
that leaves clients feeling that they made
the best choice at the end of the job.
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Sky Climber Renewables

HIS TO RY
The company history
Starting with a simple need in the market,
to becoming an industry leader.
Sky Climber Renewables, formally Sky Climber Wind Solutions, began as a niche service
company delivering suspended access solutions to the wind industry as an alternative to
cranes. Today, we are an industry leading ISP, working with the largest OEMs and Owners in
the world.

2009

2007

The company was
established.
Sky Climber Renewables, formally Sky
Climber Wind Solutions, began as a niche
service company (a division of Sky Climber,
LLC) providing suspended access solutions
to the wind industry. Sky Climber, LLC has
been a leading manufacturer of suspended
access solutions since 1955.
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Recognized as leader
in suspended access
After just two years in business, Sky Climber
Wind Solutions gained global recognition
as a leader in suspended access solutions
for wind turbine maintenance. This success
and credibility motivated clients to suggest
we offer services to compliment our wind
turbine blade and tower platform systems.
This was the foundation to our future in
Renewable Energy.

2010

Develop composite
service program
In 2010, we developed our composite
service program as an addition to our access and cleaning services. We sought to
develop a program that was best-in-class
and designed specifically for field repairs
and maintenance. Our teams are trained
in accordance with the ACMA (American
Composites Manufacturers Association).
Today, our field staff consists of more than
85 certified composite specialists.

Sky Climber Renewables

10 years of performance
and still counting
2011

2013

2016

Begin service work and
open Canadian office

Now offering a
complete menu of
services

One of the largest ISPs
in North America

After successfully implementing a blade service program, we began offering scheduled
& unscheduled service support to OEMs.
Technician development and technical
training provided us the opportunity to
support OEMs with maintenance and new
installations. 2011 also marked the opening of services in Canada with an office in
Goderich, Ontario.

Now offering a complete menu of services,
Sky Climber Wind Solutions was positioned
to partner with more OEMs and Owners
throughout North America, resulting in
significant growth year-over-year.

Today, Sky Climber Renewables is one of
the largest independent service providers in
North America. We complete more than 250
projects annually, employ more than 340
people and are a preferred service provider
to some of the largest renewable energy
companies in the world.
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Sky Climber Renewables

OUR S ERVI C E S
What we do
DELIVER A FULL MENU OF SERVICES
ACROSS MULTIPLE BRANDS
ANYWHERE IN NORTH AMERICA

Control Systems
Maintenance
Drive Train
Maintenance
Rotor
Maintenance
Sky Climber Renewables composite program
is second to none. Our staff of more than
85 certified composite specialists represent
an average of 5 years experience in the
wind industry. Each technician completes a
minimum 80 hours of composites training in
accordance with ACMA standards.
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Our staff of more than 175 service technicians represent an average of 3 years of
wind service experience. Technicians are
trained across multiple wind turbine platforms performing scheduled/unscheduled
service, commissioning, QA/QC, retrofits
and more.

Control systems are an integral part of turbine operation and performance. Our teams
are available to perform troubleshooting,
replacements, upgrades and more.

Sky Climber Renewables

Why Choose us?
Sky Climber Renewables provides its customers the greatest value as an ISP by delivering a
complete menu of services, depth in resources and competitive pricing. We hire the best
talent and develop our employees to ensure we exceed expectations on every project. We
stand behind our service and we work diligently to be the best when it comes to safety,
quality and customer experience.
Our customers become our partners. We
take time to understand their needs and
ensure that we do everything possible to
facilitate cost effective solutions that will
meet their unique goals and objectives.

Staff
Augmentation
Leverage our depth in resources to execute
a large scale campaign or offset your peaks
in seasonal maintenance. Our staff of more
than 300 field employees will ensure you
meet your maintenance objectives.

NEW

Platform/Rope
Access Solutions
Sky Climber pioneered suspended access
solutions for the wind industry. Our blade
and tower platform solutions offer the most
efficient approach to up-tower maintenance. Our rope access specialists are also
available to address difficult to reach areas
of the turbine.

Fabrication
Our 80,000 sqft facility is equipped with
state-of-the-art technology, offering 3D &
2D Laser Cutting, Welding and Forming. This
division of Sky Climber is fully equipped to
meet your project needs, including in-house
engineering and AWS certified welders and
inspectors.
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Sky Climber Renewables

THE CLI ENT S
Clients we have served
Our clients become our partners.
Their goals and objectives are our
top priority.
We know our clients have many choices when deciding on an ISP or
contractor to support their project. That’s why we work closely with
our clients to understand how we can best support them and ensure
we meet their project goals and objectives.

SOME OF OUR CLIENTS
We are proud to say that we have supported these
great businesses.
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Vestas

NextEra Energy

GE Renewables

Duke Energy

Siemens

E.ON Renewables

Gamesa

EDF Renewables

Acciona Windpower

Kruger Energy

Nordex

Pattern Energy

Suzlon

TransAlta

LM Windpower

Allete Clean Energy

Sky Climber Renewables

What they think
about us.
“It’s great to work with a service provider that follows
through with the mindset of going the extra mile”
Client feedback drives our business in all
aspects. Whether it be safety, efficiency,
quality or customer service, we measure our
performance and work hard at delivering
the best to our customers each and every
time we interact.

Farid El-Ejel
Project Manager
Siemens

Mike Kranz
Mid-West Regional Manager
EDF Renewable Energy

JJ Davis
Regional Manager
Kruger Energy

“When it comes to advanced blade repair,
we trust Sky Climber to deliver quality
service. Their up-tower platform systems
are also a great tool for our teams to work
safely and efficiently.”

“When Sky Climber Wind Solutions is mentioned in our internal discussions the immediate response to categorize the team is
punctual, professional, proactive and positive. I am truly impressed with their ability
to deliver services in a timely fashion. They
are subject matter experts in what they do.
It’s great to work with a service provider
that follows through with the mind-set of
going the extra mile. Their enthusiasm is
genuine and their results are measurable.
Our customers and stakeholders are always
satisfied with end results.”

“We enjoy working with Sky Climber Wind
because they operate safely and competently. They brought value to the table when
discussing blade maintenance and extending
the life and performance of our blades. “
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RENEWABLE ENERGY
SERVICE SOLUTIONS
Sky Climber Renewables is your trusted partner
for Renewable Energy product and service solutions.
Proudly serving all of North America, our team of professionals
is available to support your immediate or long term operations
and maintenance needs. For more information
call us or go online at www.skyclimberrenewables.com

CONTACT US

1800 Pittsburgh Drive
Delaware, OH 43015

(888)-559-7297

info@skyclimberrenewables.com

www.skyclimberrenewables.com

EXPERIENCE. DYNAMIC. GLOBAL. EXCELLENCE.

